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application. What is required to program the accelerator? 

A. CUDA 

B. OpenCL 

C. QEMU 

D. OPAL 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 55 

A customer has an E870 that is currently using Elastic Capacity on Demand (CoD) for 

processors and memory. They have used all of their available processor enablement 

days. What is the correct process to give them more enablement days? 

A. Process an MES to remove current enablements and reorder new enablements. 

B. Have the customer re-sign the CoD contracts. 

C. The customer must permanently activate the processors. 

D. Process MES orders to bill them for their usage.  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 56 

A customer has a significant investment in open source software for performing in-

memory analytics This workload is currently deployed on Linux and recent x86 

hardware. What advantage would POWERS Enterprise servers provide to this customer? 

A. Up to six times cache per core. 

B. Up to four times the cores per socket. 

C. Up to eight times the PCIe bandwidth 

D. Up to ten times the ChipKiI| Correction rate 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 57 

A customer has a 40-core E880 with 2TB of memory installed with 10 cores and ITB of 

memory activated. They want to move a Linux application from their x86 environment 

QUESTION: 54 

A customer has an E850 and wants to add a GPU to enhance their financial t rading 



to the E880 The application is supported on Linux on Power and requires 8 cores and 

64GB of memory. The Linux team is unfamiliar with the Power hardware. 

Which of the following should be proposed to add the additional resources at the lowest 

cost? 

 

 

A. Purchase 2 IFLs and add them to the default processor pool. 

B. Purchase an additional 8 cores and 64GB of memory. 

C. Purchase 2 IFLs and 64GB of memory activations. 

D. Purchase 2 IFLs and isolate them in a shared processor pool.  

 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION: 58 

A customer is purchasing a 1-node E870 and requires the following: 

? Two NICs 

? Five HBAs 

? Internal disk drives with redundant VIOS 

What can be added to the E870 to satisfy their requirement? 

 

 

A. Redundant SAS controllers and an EXP24S in mode 4. 

B. An EXP24S in mode 2 connected to the integrated SAS controller. 

C. A PCIe 1/0 Drawer, redundant SAS controllers, and an EXP24S in mode 1. 

D. Two PCIe 1/0 Drawers, redundant SAS controllers, and an EXP24S in mode 2.  

 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION: 59 

For budgeting purposes, a customer wants to set aside all the storage for a particular 

workload which will run on 12 LPARs in Power E870. The CIO is worried that 

allocating all the storage to each LPAR from the beginning can lead to lack of storage in 

long term. How can Shared Storage Pools benefit this customer'? 

 

 

A. Shared Storage Pools provide automatic data archiving tools that prevent 

overconsumption of the storage. 

B. When storing data on Shared Storage Pools, the data automatically compressed to 

take less space. 

C. AI I the storage will be al located to the VIO servers but can be given to LPARs as 

requi red. 



D. Shared Storage pools automatically move data in the background to where it is 

needed most.  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 60 

A client with a single node E870 would like to attach two 1/0 expansion drawers to 

provide more PCI slots. What is the maximum number of full height PCI slots available 

with this configuration? 

 

A. 32 

B. 30 

C. 24 

D. 26  

 

 

Answer: D 
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